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Thank you for registering for Hack for Good – The Mental Health Project!
We’re excited to host you for our 5th annual Hack for Good event. Our
hackathon will again be held virtually, using the Hopin platform.
As a participant of The Mental Health Project, you will be working within
a team to create a software prototype that tackles a mental health issue
(of your choosing) in just 30-hours.
Participants are expected to work together for the entire duration of the
event with all team members contributing to the prototype’s ideation and
development. At least one team member will be required to do a
presentation to demonstrate your solution to our panel of judges near
the end of the event.
If you have signed up for The Mental Health Project as an individual,
every effort will be made to place you within a team that has a variety of
skill sets.
In this package, you will find all the information you need to prepare for
the upcoming Hackathon, including the schedule of events, information
about the Hopin event platform, judging criteria, and some tips for
success. If you have any further questions or find you’re no longer able to
participate in the hackathon, please contact us at
h4g@geekspeakcommerce.com.
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IDEATION
The theme for this Hack for Good event is the Mental Health Project.
This hackathon will focus on creating a prototype that provides a solution
to mental health issues. You are more than welcome to come with an idea
ready to go. For those still in the brainstorming phase, here is a list of
mental health issues that may inspire your project idea:

Mental Health
First Aid

Access to
Services

Workplace Policy
& Training

Caregiver
Support

Treatment

Research

Crisis Support
Lines

Education

Mental Health
for Children/Teens/
Adults/Seniors

Diagnostics

Self-Care
Medication

Rehabilitation

Mindfulness
Addiction
Sympton
Tracking

Trauma &
Abuse

Suicide & Self-Harm
Prevention
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THE MENTAL HEALTH
PROJECT SCHEDULE
Friday March 25

Saturday March 26

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Participant Check-in

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m
Mentor Check-In

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Opening Ceremonies

12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m
Scheduled team practices for
presentations in StreamYard

Welcome Message
Tricia Williams
Managing Partner
geekspeak Commerce

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m
Mentor team Check-in

Mayor Don Mitchell,
Town of Whitby

4:00 p.m. - 4:05 p.m
Hacking Ends

Chris Parsons,
Director of eCommerce
Home Hardware Stores Limited
Keynote Speaker – Dr. Gaiathry Jeyarajan
MD FRCPC
Canadian Mental Health Association Durham
Richard Picart
CMOx
5 Seven 1 Two Consulting Inc.

4:10 p.m. - 6:30 p.m
Team Presentations
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Awards Ceremony

4:00 p.m.
Hacking Begins
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m
Mentor Team Check-in
8:00 p.m. - 8:20 p.m
Speaker (main stage):
Krystle Martin, Ph.D.
Clinical and Forensic Psychologist
Ontario Shores Centre for Mental Health Sciences
Corbin Otwell
UX/UI Designer
360insights
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m
Mentor Team Check-In

*Times are subject to change
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ABOUT THE MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT ON HOPIN
The Mental Health Project will be hosted virtually on the Hopin platform
with various ways for participants to interact.
Reception
When you enter the event on Friday, March 25, you’ll be taken directly to the Reception area. This
section will be key to navigating the event. Here, you’ll find the event schedule, information about
speakers, sponsors and the areas that are “Live” and interactive throughout the event.

Stage
Head to the Stage during the Opening Ceremonies for our welcome message, an overview of the
event and competition and hear from our keynote speaker, Dr. Gaiathry Jeyarajan from the Canadian
Mental Health Association as well as other community partners. Throughout the event, other
speakers will be appearing on Stage with presentations you’ll definitely want to check out. Team
presentations, judging and award presentations will also take place on the Stage. Make sure you
check the schedule in the “Reception” area, so you don’t miss out on anything.

Sessions
The Sessions area will be key to interacting with your team. Each team will have their own Session
where they can privately interact throughout the 30 hours to brainstorm and work together to build
their prototype. Mentors who are experts in their field (software development, healthcare and more)
will pop in at regularly scheduled times to make sure your team is on track and provide any advice
your team might need. Be sure to take advantage of their knowledge during the 10 minutes that
they’ll spend with your team.

Expo
Learn more about our amazing sponsors in the Expo section. Sponsors have virtual booths set up in
this area where you can find out about their organization and how you can reach out and connect.

Presentations
At least one member from each team will be required to present their solution to a panel of judges
and audience. Presentations are to be a maximum of 5-minutes in length and consist of a brief demo
of your prototype. You must be able to demonstrate the prototype by sharing your screen during
your presentation to a panel of judges who will also be online and will ask questions at the end.

Practice Times
On Saturday, March 26, teams will be scheduled a 10-minute time slot to run through how they will
present their prototype in the Stage area. Your prototype does not have to be complete at this time.
It’s more of an opportunity to learn how to share your screen and present using the platform.

Social Media
We’d love to see those pictures of everyone working hard and being creative during the hackathon.
We encourage you to share your experience during the hackathon on social media using
#hackforgood2022, don’t forget to tag geekspeak using our social handles listed below. A prize will
be awarded to the individual who shares the most and gets the most comments and likes.

@geekspeakecommerce

@gspkcommerce

@gspkCOMMERCE
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JUDGING CRITERIA
At least one member from each team will be required to present their solution to a panel of judges and
audience. Presentations are to be a maximum of 5-minutes in length and consist of a brief demo
projected from a laptop. Each presentation should touch on the following judging criteria:

Judging Criteria

Description

Scoring
0-3

4-7

8-10

Impact

Does the product
create value for the
user? Does it satisfy
a need or fix an
existing healthcare
issue?

Prototype has little
or no relevance to
any healthcare issue.

Prototype is generally
relevant and satisfies
users’ needs in regard
to issue chosen by team.

Great prototype that is
highly relevant, exceeds
users’ needs and creates
additional value.

Innovation

Is the prototype unique?
Is it building on an
existing solution/
product? Is there a
“Wow” factor to the
uniqueness of the idea
and prototype?

Concept of prototype
is not unique or is only
slightly improved over
existing solutions.

A new approach to
an existing solution
or adds new layers of
creativity or data use
to existing solutions.

The prototype is a truly
unique idea that has not
been seen on the market
before.

Alignment
with Challenge

Is the solution relevant
to the healthcare issue
chosen by the team
and the theme of the
event?

The issue the team
has chosen is not
clearly articulated or
related to the theme
of the event and the
prototype is therefore
not relevant.

The issue being
addressed is clearly
identified but the
prototype is only
moderately relevant.

The issue is clearly
identified and the
prototype is very
relevant, creating an
effective solution.

User Experience

How good is the overall Difficult to
experience of a person navigate or lacking
visual appeal.
using the product? Is
it simple to use,
intuitive, and visually
pleasing?

Looks good.
Main features were
easy to find, some
features were too
hidden.

Looks great and
is easy to use
and intuitive.

Presentation

Did the team explain
their prototype and
the issue they chose
clearly? Did they have
a concise and easy to
follow presentation?

Presentation is good
but lacks some design
elements or
information that could
better help explain the
issue chosen and how
the prototype
addresses it.

Presentation is clear,
concise and pleasing.

Presentation does not
clearly explain the issue
the team chose or how
the prototype
addresses it.

There is a definite
"Wow" factor to the
prototype.

Prizes:
1st Place : $2500 + Prize Pack
2nd Place : $500 + Prize Pack
3rd Place : Prize Pack
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